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The case of long-term exclusive supply contracts in the EU electricity markets is a highly topical example of the difficulties faced by competition authorities with the deregulation of energy markets. The ambiguous effects of these contracts on foreclosure, investment and consumer welfare in the long term make them logically become a priority for antitrust enforcement. However, due to the lack of precedents and the ongoing modernization of EC competition law, the legal uncertainty currently pervading in the market place is strong. By analyzing the recent decisions of national and national competition authorities across energy industries, this article comes up with four conclusions. First, a new methodology to assess foreclosure effects in a market building context is emerging. Second, legal uncertainty in electricity is largely overstated as antitrust enforcement aligns across energy industries and quickly converges with enforcement in sectors where competition is more mature. Third, the European Commission is increasingly taking a unified approach under Articles 81 and 82 EC for long-term exclusive dealing in energy. Fourth, the antitrust strategy of the European Commission demonstrates both the limits of the application of a rule of reason in energy and the importance of the politics of liberalization.

1. Introduction

European competition authorities face a considerable challenge with the liberalization of energy markets. In fast-evolving market settings, they must fight anti-competitive conduct while ensuring a fair degree of legal certainty to market players. This must often be achieved without being able to firmly rely on past case law, an intimate knowledge of the sector or even economic theory. In view of these difficulties, the modernization of EC Competition law and its ‘more-economic’ approach appears both as an opportunity and as a threat. The opportunity lies in the alleged ability of competition authorities to
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1 Previous versions of this paper have been presented at the Annual Conference of the International Association for Energy Economics, Istanbul, June 2008 and at the Annual Conference of the European Association of Law and Economics, Hofa, Sep. 2008. I wish to thank for helpful comments and discussions Jean-Michel Chahine, Frank Steeffen, Howard Sheinuk, Hans-Dieter Schiffer, Massimo Moro, Marc van der Weide, Antonio Néciu, François Lévêque, Leigh Hanter, Mario Gargallo, Dominique Finam, Yameich Perez, Ute Deubert and Aymarine de Montcoul. All errors remain mine of course.
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devise the rules of reason\(^3\) required by the strong specificities of a market building context. The threat comes from the limited information at hand on the particular competition dynamics of these deregulation processes and the resulting probability of errors. In addition, the loss of legal certainty which might result from a case-by-case approach may not stabilize market players' expectations and undermine their ability to sink the high-fixed costs investments much needed for the long-term security of supply of Europe.

The case of long-term exclusive supply contracts (hereafter 'long-term contracts') in the EU electricity markets is a highly topical example of these difficulties. In the old era, European energy markets were characterized by legal monopolies, geographic demarcation, vertical integration and cooperation both on the supply and demand sides.\(^4\) To the opposite, the new paradigm of electricity restructuring prescribes electricity generation to be vertically de-integrated as much as possible from retailing and not committed in long-term contracts with retailers or large consumers in order to allow entry and development of effective competition on wholesale and retail markets.\(^5\) However, liberalization has not changed much the traditional sales patterns. Sometimes mere residuals of the former vertically integrated structure (e.g., stranded power purchase agreements in Hungary or legacy rights on interconnectors), long-term contracts today often constitute innovative ways to mitigate the new uncertainties born from liberalization. While the energy community increasingly doubts the ability of de-integrated markets to ensure an optimal level of investment and calls for more rigid vertical arrangements, the European Commission consistently emphasizes the risks of anti-competitive effects inherent in long-term contracts and made them a priority for antitrust enforcement.\(^6\) After Distriq\(^7\) in late 2007 in the gas sector,\(^8\) the electricity incumbents EDF and Electrabel are now under attack for their portfolios of long-term contracts with industrial customers.\(^9\) In electricity in particular, the small number of precedents and the on-going modernization of EC competition law cast doubts on the way the Commission will apply EC competition rules, which has fostered legal uncertainty. A clear methodology to analyze long-term contracts in the context of liberalized electricity markets is still missing,\(^10\) and much needed, which has lead the Commission to commit to provide guidance in the coming months.\(^11\)

This article proposes to explore how the European Commission and national competition authorities are currently dealing with the problem of long-term exclusive

---

\(^3\) As opposed to per se rules, rules of reason broadly refer to the idea that antitrust enforcement must be tailored to the specifics of each case.


\(^6\) Ibid.

\(^7\) Notice published pursuant to Art. 27(6) of Council Regulation (EC) No. 1/2003 in Case COMP/30-1/37966 - Distriq, OJ 2007, C 37/46: References for Distriq, E.ON Ruhrgas, Syngas, Report and Case Material/Exhibit, often cited in the text, will not be repeated to avoid footnotes proliferation.

\(^8\) GDF, the French gas incumbent, is now also under Commission scrutiny for its long-term reservation of transport capacity. See European Commission press release MEMO/08/328 of 22 May 2008.


\(^10\) This also recognized for instance in Ehren and Wildic, Electricity Interconnectors: a Serious Challenge for EC Competition Law, Competition and Regulation in Network Industries, 1, no. 3 (2006): 353-367.

\(^11\) Explanatory Memorandum attached to the third legislative package, 18, available on the DG TREN website.
supply contracts across energy industries and how the modernization of EC competition law impacts antitrust enforcement in these sectors. Section 2 will present recent insights from the competition economics of long-term contracts and uncover the mechanics of the legal uncertainty currently perceived in the market place. Section 3 will then depict the methodology which is emerging from the recent line of cases in order energy sectors, most notably in gas. Section 4 will last derive from the case analysis relevant insights in terms of legal certainty for electricity and reflect on the impact of the politics of liberalization on the current antitrust strategy of the European Commission.

2. The Sources of Legal Uncertainty on Long-term Contracts in Electricity: The Evolution of the Jurisprudence and the Modernization of EC Competition Law

There is a multiplicity of long-term bilateral contracts all along the electricity supply chain. They include fuel supply contracts to power producers, tolling agreements and diverse power purchase agreements with energy intensive users,12 commercial and household customers, or resellers and traders without generation capacities. If all these long-term contracts may lead to varying degree of foreclosure, they also have different effects on consumer surplus, investment, risk management, entry and wholesale spot prices. From a competition point of view, contract clauses regarding duration, exclusive dealing and use restrictions are particularly relevant in electricity whereas exclusive distribution and destination clauses are more relevant in gas.13 Restraints relating to prices such as discrimination, predation or resale price maintenance might also be found but have so far rarely been addressed in the context of long-term contract cases at the Community level.

---

12 Energy intensive users typically include electricity resellers and some industries where electricity represents an important part of variable costs (e.g., steel, chemistry). The latter have sometimes used complex contractual and financial arrangements to pool their electricity purchases. These contracting schemes far instance include risk-sharing in generation between industrial consumers and electricity operators (EPR, Zandhollies, Rood Elektra, TWE), partnerships between consumers and generators valuing a secondary fuel (OJK) or consumers cooperative purchasing electricity (Ekihun).

It is fair to acknowledge that legal uncertainty does not concern all kinds of restraints and all market players. Vertical restraints with market partitioning or use restriction effects have been clearly litigated in energy\textsuperscript{14} and both the Vertical Block Exemption Regulation (VBER)\textsuperscript{15} and the Guidelines on Vertical restraints\textsuperscript{16} (GVVR) provide, it is submitted, sufficient guidance for long-term contracts involving non-dominant firms. Legal uncertainty is now concentrated on the portfolio of long-term exclusive supply and purchase obligations of the former electricity incumbents. This section shows that the legal uncertainty currently felt in the market place comes from the limited guidance to be found in the case law and from the uncertain application of the ‘more economic’ approach on these contracts in the new market context.

2.1. The Relevant Case Law Dates Back to the Monopoly Era

Despite their importance for the success of liberalization, long-term contracts are almost absent in gas and electricity secondary EC law\textsuperscript{17} so guidance must be sought in the case law. Prior to the first liberalization directive, enforcement of competition law did not occur on a very regular basis in energy and there were only few instances of long-term contract cases. Most of them concerned independent power producers supplying the national incumbent on an exclusive basis. Following the Single European Act, the directive on cross-border trade in electricity\textsuperscript{18} was enacted in 1990 and the Commission started to look at these contracts to limit their duration so that they would not hamper the future opening of markets to competition. The durations were in general limited to fifteen years as in Electricidade de Portugal/Peço,\textsuperscript{19} Isab Energy/Eind,\textsuperscript{20} Sarlis,\textsuperscript{21} Rosen,\textsuperscript{22} REN/Turboqas,\textsuperscript{23} Scottish Nuclear,\textsuperscript{24} or Api Energia.\textsuperscript{25} Due to the monopolistic context, these decisions did not display any methodology for the analysis of foreclosure effects, leading to decisions unlikely to be replicated today, at least on the same terms. For instance, the formation of selling and purchasing consortia contracting on a long-term

\textsuperscript{14} For recent cases, see for instance RWE/Turboqas in 2006 and 2007 where the Czech Office for the Protection of Competition dealt with problems of market partitioning through destination clauses and discriminatory treatment and the EJR, 288 millions fine imposed by the Bundeskartellamt on seven liquefied gas suppliers (see press release of 19 Dec. 2007).

\textsuperscript{15} Regulation 2790/1999 on the Application of Art. 81(3) to categories of vertical agreement and concerted practices, OJ 1999, L 336/21.

\textsuperscript{16} Commission Notice on Guidelines on Vertical Restraints, OJ 2000, C 201/1.

\textsuperscript{17} Except concerning long-term import gas contracts in the Directive 2003/55/EC concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas and repealing Directive 98/30/EC, 26/06/2003, OJ 2003, L 176/57, in recital 25: "Long-term contracts will continue to be an important part of the gas supply of Member States and should be maintained as an option for gas supply undertakings in so far as they do not undermine the objective of this directive and are compatible with the Treaty, including competition rules. It is therefore necessary to take them into account in the phasing of supply and transportation capacity of gas undertakings."

\textsuperscript{18} Directive 90/347/EC on the transit of electricity through transmission grids, OJ 1990, L 147/37.

\textsuperscript{19} Electricidade de Portugal/Peço Project, notice pursuant to Art. 19(3) of Regulation 77/62, OJ 1993, C265/5 and Report on Competition Policy 1993, 222.

\textsuperscript{20} Isab Energy, notice pursuant to Art. 19(3) of Regulation 77/62, OJ 1996, C 138/3.


\textsuperscript{22} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{23} REN/Turboqas, notice pursuant to Art. 19(3) of Regulation 77/62, OJ 1996, C 118/7.


\textsuperscript{25} Report on Competition Policy 1996, 134.
basis was accepted in *Jahrhundertvertrag*26 to allow the development of local energy sources (coal in this case) for the sake of 'national security', despite the risks of foreclosure and collusion. However, we can note that the 'security of supply' argument27 as a justification for the long duration was already accepted with some reluctance by the European Commission in *Jahrhundertvertrag* and *Eisbacher*28.

Market players anticipate today that the fifteen years duration will probably not be accepted but legal uncertainty remains strong as no methodology has ever been spelled out on how to assess foreclosure effects in the new context. Since liberalization and apart from *Spiegen*29 and *Gas Natural/Endera*30 which relate as much to gas as to electricity, relevant cases in this sector have essentially concerned the long-term reservation rights on cross-border interconnectors signed before liberalization, the so-called 'grandfathering' rights.31 In addition, since the early 2000's, the European Commission has repeatedly voiced strong concerns over the risks of anti-competitive effects inherent in long-term electricity supply contracts.32 The legal uncertainty created by the lack of precedents has therefore been amplified by the gap between the current state of Commission thinking, its relative inaction on this issue since liberalization and its past decisional practice.


The legal uncertainty created by the lack of case law has not been softened by the on-going modernization of EC Competition law. While the modernization de facto grants more discretion to European competition authorities, the ambiguities of the competition economics of long-term contracts in electricity does not enable market players to anticipate how the 'more economic' approach will be applied in practice.

2.2.1. The 'More Economic' Approach de facto gives more Discretion to European Competition Authorities

The modernization aimed at implementing a 'more economic' approach based on long-term consumer welfare, which meant gradually shifting from a legal 'farm-based' analysis of contracts to a more 'effect-based' approach where the real economic effects of competitive behaviours are more important than the drafting of contracts. This is
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31 These cases will be touched upon in the next section.
32 DG Competition Report on Energy Sector Inquiry, supra n. 5.
expressed by the regular statements of the Commission on the fact that it will take a 'case by case' approach. Applying a sort of rule of reason is already a challenge for competition authorities in most sectors, but applying it in newly liberalized energy markets where the rate of technical change is too low to allow a fast development of competition, as in the telecommunication sector, could soon appear intractable in practice and in any case likely to undermine the predictability of antitrust enforcement. However, one could argue that the deregulation of network industries rendered the modernization of EC competition policy inevitable. The complexity of competition dynamics in these sectors would indeed render a per se approach very inefficient due to the absence of balancing between anti-competitive effects and potential efficiencies. Overall, the uncertain gains in terms of efficiency should not be offset by the inevitable welfare loss arising from less predictability.33

2.2.2. The 'More Economic' Approach to be Predictable would require Clearer Guidance from Economic Theory

The current state of economic theory on long-term contracts in deregulated electricity markets brings interesting insights but the policy recommendations remain ambiguous. Whereas vertical restraints generally tend to be viewed more leniently than horizontal restraints, this is not the case in electricity where the disintegration of vertical market relationships has been one of the key policy items put forward both by the academic community and the European Commission since the first liberalization directive.34 However, the concentrated market structure, inelastic demand and high investment costs have contributed to make long-term contracts, at least as a complement to wholesale spot market contracting, a useful contractual structure for individual market players.

The basic rationale for long-term contracts in electricity is hedging price and quantity risks over a certain period of time, so duration is crucial. However, long-term contracts in electricity not only define duration but also other features of the transaction such as use restrictions, renegotiation conditions, quantity and price, with some flexibility. It would thus be wrong to solely focus on duration as anti-competitive effects lie as much in other contract clauses and on the competitive structure of the market. Bilateral contracting does not only enable market players to hedge price and quantity risks, it also expresses and channels their ability to distort competition. Therefore, as contracting parties take into account ex ante the regulatory framework applied to them when

---

33 From a more theoretical point of view, the deregulation of network industries obliges European competition authorities to arbitrate between the post-Chicago approach which advocates a light case-specific approach to antitrust policy and the followers of the Ordnoliberal tradition which claim that the cost of tailoring will in most cases outweigh the gains. Applying the 'more economic' approach to deregulated network industries is a good test of the capacity of European competition authorities to fine tune the balancing between predictability and accuracy given a certain level of information. This is also a test of the gains which the EU may expect from the modernization of EC competition law.

34 See p. 13.
devising contracts, competition policy is a way to impact the structuring of competitive behaviours and ultimately to deter abuses of market power.\textsuperscript{35}

The main competition concern associated with long-term contracts in electricity in the new context is the risk of foreclosure of more or as efficient players, deemed to equate to a loss of long-term consumer welfare. If a significant part of demand is tied in the long run, a lack of retail outlets may lead to significant output foreclosure at the production level and tied consumers will not be able to benefit from future and potentially more profitable offers by new entrants. Long-term contracts may thus constitute a barrier to entry.\textsuperscript{36} Much theoretical ambiguity however remains around the impact of long-term contracts on wholesale spot market development,\textsuperscript{37} a cornerstone of competition policy in Europe.\textsuperscript{38} Large, liquid and stable spot markets are indeed deemed to facilitate entry in retail and trading, and thus foster competition as well as provide reliable investment signals. If a significant part of electricity flows is contracted on a long-term bilateral basis, the development of wholesale spot market is limited and price volatility increases, which complicate entry and encourage market players towards vertical integration or long-term contracting. However, theoretical arguments have been developed which tend to show that long-term contracting by dominant players incentivize them not to exercise their market power on wholesale spot markets as increases in prices would only be profitable on the un-contracted part of their supplies.\textsuperscript{39}

If long-term contracts may be useful for individual contracting parties, their impact on a market building process is much harder to assess than the traditional problem of foreclosure in sectors where competition is more mature. A blind enforcement of competition law in electricity may thus create incentives to further vertical integration and undermine the best contractual allocation of risks among parties, which would go counter the objectives of the European Union in terms of market efficiency and investment.

2.3. Conclusion

Competition enforcement is widely recognized as a key policy tool to overcome the current shortcomings of energy liberalization in Europe\textsuperscript{40} and the new context of EC competition law raises fundamental problems for policy predictability and accuracy. The current legal uncertainty does not only come from the lack of decisions since the opening up of markets or from the legitimate difficulties that the European competition authorities face with long-term contracts in electricity, it also directly stems from the ongoing evolution of antitrust tools. The next section turns to the analysis of the recent line
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\textsuperscript{34} Lehmann, for instance showed how the modernization of German competition law and the re-industrialization of certain gas contracts in the late 1990s. See Lehmann, The German Path to Natural Gas Liberalization (NGI, Oxford Institute for Energy Studies, 2000), 93-95.


\textsuperscript{37} DG Competition Report on Energy Sector Inquiry, supra n. 5.


\textsuperscript{39} Cameron, Competition in Energy Markets, Law and Regulation in the European Union, 2nd edn (OUP, 2007), 280.
of cases in other energy sectors and shows that a new methodology to assess foreclosure in a market building context is emerging.

3. The Analysis of Recent Cases in Other Energy Industries Reveals that a New Methodology is Emerging

For the first time in late 2007, the beginnings of a comprehensive methodology for better analyzing long-term contracts in energy have been sketched out in the Distriğaz case. The Commission had concerns about liquidity problems on the Belgian wholesale gas market due to long-term contracts concluded by the incumbent with industrial customers and thus opened an Article 82 EC proceeding. This section shows that, by mixing the Distriğaz methodology with relevant insights from Syngenta,41 Gas Natural / Endesa, Repsol42 and E.ON Ruhrgas,43 the legal uncertainty on the methodology, the relevant facts taken into account and the Commission’s point of view on the combined relationships of these facts has to a large extent come to an end.44 The statements of the VBER, GVR and guidelines on the application of Article 81(3)45 applied in these cases will also be highlighted.

When assessing individual cases in energy, the Commission will from now on focus on interactions among several key elements once the 30% threshold46 is exceeded: (i) market characteristics, (ii) competitive position of contracting parties, (iii) the share of the customer’s demand tied, (iv) duration, (v) the overall share of the market covered by contracts containing such ties and (vi) efficiencies.47

3.1. Analysis of Market Characteristics

When assessing energy market characteristics, the Commission will primarily look at future entry in supply and demand, and their real impact on competition. In Syngenta for instance, the Commission stated that the future entry of Viridian which had to develop a 340MW power plant would not increase competition intensity due to the

42 Notice pursuant to Art. 27(4) of Regulation 1/2003 in Case COMP/B-1/36348, OJ 2004, C 258 and summary of commitments decision in the same case, OJ 2006, L 176/104.
43 E.ON Ruhrgas is not a case dealt with by the Commission but by the Bundeskartellamt. See Bundeskartellamt, Discussion Paper, 2005 and G. Kilic, ‘Long-term Gas Contracts in Germany: an Assessment of the German Competition Authority’, Energy Law Report (2005). However, the Commission in the Distriğaz proceeding referred several times to E.ON Ruhrgas and clearly endorsed its conclusions.
44 Other relevant cases from national competition authorities will also be used when relevant. The remedies will also be touched upon in the different paragraphs.
46 Article 3 VBER presumes all vertical non-hardcore restraints to be legal so long as the market share threshold of 30% is not exceeded and duration is not indefinite or over five years. However, we note that as a general rule, exceptions granted under the VBER cannot be pursued when the agreement is between competitors or potential competitors operating at several levels of trade (Art. 4). In this case, vertical aspects will be dealt with under the GVR and collusion aspects under the Guidelines on the applicability of Art. 81 EC to horizontal cooperation agreements, OJ 2000, C 118/3.
'equilibrium of potential competitive threat' which would then prevail. The likelihood of new entry in energy depends a great deal on the existence of potential competitors, usually foreign incumbents, especially in neighbouring markets. In Syngen, the Commission also clarified what a potential competitor could be. A potential competitor is usually a firm able to undertake the required investments to enter the relevant market within one year following a small but significant increase in prices. Here the Commission confirmed that a potential competitor must be judged on the basis of its internal competitive strength: its brand image in the relevant market, ready available capacity in this market and large financial surface. The definition of what is a potential competitor is important as the 30% exemption threshold does not apply to vertical restraints between actual or potential competitors. Other barriers to entry such as the level of vertical integration in the market and difficulties in setting up a parallel network of resellers are also key factors to consider (Repsol). Forbidding the dominant firm to carry over additional acquisitions of downstream resellers (during two years in Repsol) will then be a possible remedy.

Assessing dominance in newly liberalized or emerging markets has been a constant problem in competition policy. Dominance in an emerging market is usually not considered harmful as it often results from an innovative breakthrough and is usually transitory. The Commission is right not to take that path in energy. In the long-term gas supply contract between Spanish incumbents Gas Natural and Endesa, the Commission concluded that dominance must be assessed even more strictly in highly concentrated liberalizing markets than in more mature settings to avoid long-lasting lock-in effects. Gas Natural being the sole importer and holding more than 90% market share on both free and regulated markets, its dominant position could not be considered transitory. This conclusion has been confirmed in Distriquiz.

However, some doubts remain concerning the definition of the relevant product market. True, the limited development of cross-border interconnections and the restrictions on long-term reservation capacities make long-term contracts between countries unlikely, so the relevant geographic market is likely to remain national for some time. But recent decisions did not completely settle the question as to whether the wholesale market will be sub-divided according to the different types of customer, namely resellers and big energy users, whose pattern of consumptions is arguably substantially different.

3.2. THE MARKET POSITION OF THE DOMINANT SUPPLIER OR GROUP OF DOMINANT SUPPLIERS

After having analyzed market conditions and their likely evolutions, the focus will be on the market shares of the dominant firm and its portfolio of contracts as 'long-term
contracts concluded by other suppliers will generally not give rise to concerns'. As in any other sector, the higher the market share of the dominant supplier, the sooner the cumulative market coverage of its long-term contracts will be deemed to create foreclosure. This has to be weighed against the presence of buyer power and whether buyers who represent a substantial part of total market demand on their own are tied for the long term with the dominant supplier (Gas Natural/Endesa). In the case of a group of leading suppliers, the Commission will look similarly at the cumulative effects of their long-term contracts but there will be no need to prove that they lead to tacit collusion (collective dominance) to show that significant foreclosure effects occur. Of course and as recalled in the Sector Enquiry, long-term contracts can be deemed incompatible with Article 81 EC if they result in stabilizing suppliers’ market shares over a long period of time and hence lead to collusion. In energy, sole or joint dominance is in most cases self-evident but except in the old Almelo case, the Commission has not yet dealt with collective dominance in an anti-competitive long-term contracts contract case.

3.3. THE SHARE OF THE CUSTOMER’S DEMAND TIED UNDER THE CONTRACT

The share of the customer’s demand tied is one of the main sources of foreclosure effect. If a customer, especially one representing a big part of total demand (critical customer concept), must meet all or a big part of its needs with a particular supplier, he does not constitute any longer an available outlet for a potential entrant. The analysis of the share of the customer’s demand tied is closely linked with that of the pattern of consumption. In gas for instance, transaction costs may become too high when negotiating for a small quantity and it may become uneconomic for an alternative supplier to provide less than a certain amount. Competition authorities consider that 20% of a customer demand is the threshold for having incentives to enter into a relationship with a second supplier. Some commentators think that the Commission could find foreclosure effects for contracts amounting as low as 50% of a customer demand in case of a network of parallel contracts with the same terms. In the Commission’s view, signing such contract is a way for dominant firms to maintain or strengthen their ability to set prices and other conditions

---

49 European Commission: MEMO, supra n. 47.
52 In Gas Natural/Endesa, the Commission reduced the size of the contract from nearly 100% to 75% of Endesa’s global purchases as Endesa was one of the leading electricity producers in Spain and thus could continue to rely on its own gas suppliers. See Commission STA/96/3, the Bundeskartellamt considered that supplying more than 50% of a major buyer demand on a long-term basis (more than four years) could raise antitrust issues (See Lohmann, supra n. 35, 95 for the history of the case and Bundeskartellamt press release, 7 Nov. 2003).
53 We note that if a customer signs several contracts with the same supplier, the Commission will analyze them as one contract to compute the part of the demand tied.
54 Implicitly in Art. 1(b) VRER, confirmed in E-ON Railcase.
on the market\textsuperscript{56} (confirmed in "Gas Natural/Diendas"). In addition, reduction clauses\textsuperscript{57} and the so-called 'English clauses'\textsuperscript{58} and fidelity rebates granted by dominant firms on remaining volumes are also most likely to infringe competition rules.

3.4. The Duration of the Contracts

The duration has to be analyzed along with the share of the customer's demand tied under the contract. Even if 100% of a customer demand is tied to a particular supplier, foreclosure will not occur if this customer can return to the market every year. However, long-term contracts constitute a barrier to entry when they preclude customers to switch to a more efficient supplier. As a general rule, the Commission is very suspicious of contracts longer than five years and considers that efficiencies generally do not offset foreclosure effects beyond that limit.\textsuperscript{59} It is noteworthy that the Commission considers contracts with tacit renewal clauses or no last delivery date as contracts of indefinite duration (confirmed in "E.ON Ruhrag") and several contracts signed with the same supplier as one contract.

The duration has been and still is an enduring question for competition policy in energy markets. However, recent cases provide, it is submitted, a certain dose of legal certainty. Duration of contracts accepted by the Commission will mainly depend on the competition position of the counterparty. If the counterparty is an established reseller, duration will not exceed two years as in "Distriqez". The Bundeskartellamt accepted in "E.ON Ruhrag" a duration of four years maximum for resellers with more than 50% of overall demand tied, but only two years above 80%.\textsuperscript{60} Competition authorities will thus play with the two factors. Where demand requirements are satisfied by several suppliers, the Bundeskartellamt specified that contracts should distribute the risk of demand

\textsuperscript{56} European Commission MEMO, supra n. 47.
\textsuperscript{57} Reduction clauses allow the buyer to reduce off-take in case the supplier starts reselling in its commercial area. This merely means protecting the buyer's market, which contradicts the fundamental principle of market integration (see ENF/Bedding/Wings, Report on Competition Policy 2002, 196). These clauses thus have lower market partitioning effects than exclusive distributions clauses, except that they often entail horizontal restrictions of competition. Clauses of 'right of first refusal' or 'most favored customer' will receive a similar treatment. They remain nonetheless more relevant for gas than for electricity. For a complete treatment see Kajtazov, supra n. 30, 252-279.
\textsuperscript{58} English clauses allow incumbent a right to match the offer of an alternative supplier in case the customer wants to switch (para. 152 GVR). It is worth pointing out that the European Commission has so far never dealt with long-term contracts involving household customers. However, national competition authorities have dealt under Art. 62 EC and relevant national provisions with related problems of customer retention strategies by incumbent firms. According to Ofgen (see the Gas and Electricity Market Authority's Decision on London Electricity, 2003), London Electricity abused its dominant position by providing excessive financial incentives to retaining customers and subsequently locking them in for a period of thirteen months. In Nela Distributions (Ansa Cerate della Commercia e del Mercato, press release of 24 Oct. 2007), the Italian competition authority considered several abusive practices of the incumbent and forced the firm to bring its commercial practice in line with competition law principles. In KohtenXi/BBF (decision no 07-MC-01 of 25 Apr. 2007), the French Competition Council did not rules the end of its enquiry on the exclusive dealing clauses of its 10-year retail contracts to estimate that the risk of foreclosure was high enough to impose an interim remedy the inclusion of clear termination clauses (appeal is pending). See on this issue: Harko & Waldmann Price, "Introducing Competition and Deregulating the British Domestic Market: A Legal and Economic Discussion", Journal of Business Law (2007): 244-266.
\textsuperscript{60} Following "E.ON Ruhrag", four major gas transmission companies committed in Jun. 2007 to ensure the compatibility of their long-term contracts with EC and German Competition law. See Bundeskartellamt, Decisions Bf-113/03-6 Bogenhof, Bf-113/03-7 Gas-Union, Bf-113/03-8 Saer Forgerau and decision Bf-113/03-15 Wingas of 20 Jan. 2007.
fluctuations among suppliers according to the actual supply share provided by each of them so as not to advantage the main supplier. For a new entrant in retail, duration of five years is most likely to be accepted. One notes here that the Commission always thinks in terms of quantities effectively received and not only in terms of quantities contracted. In Repsol, a duration of five years was accepted for contracts with established resellers (from twenty-five to forty years originally) but the market shares of the dominant firm only reached 30% to 50%, which hardly exceeds the dominance threshold. One also notices a more lenient approach of the Commission towards fuel supply contracts than towards producer/reseller contracts. In Gas Natural/Endesa for instance, the duration was reduced from fifteen to twelve years. This rather long duration, as compared to the five years accepted in Distriqaz for gas supply contracts with power producers and other industrial customers, may be explained by different levels of market opening, the evolution of Commission thinking between 2000 and 2007 and the fact that even dominant firms can claim for some degree of long term security of fuel supply.

3.5. The overall share of the market covered by contracts containing such terms

The Commission assesses here the cumulative effect of the parallel network of vertical restraints on market foreclosure. Indeed, long-term contracts can foreclose markets to new entrants only to the extent that a substantial part of market demand is tied for the long term. The fact that a dominant firm be involved in the contract does not change that conclusion from a competition point of view. As a general rule, the Commission considers that a significant cumulative foreclosure effect is unlikely to arise if the total market demand tied does not exceed 30% of global demand. In E.ON Ruhrgas, the Bundeskartellamt estimated that the firm contributed significantly to cumulative foreclosure with 75% market shares in its supply area, within a national market where 80% of total demand was tied in the long term. Interestingly, as opposed to the Bundeskartellamt and its rather form-based approach, the Commission in the Distriqaz case included flexibility parameters for the dominant firm itself. Distriqaz was allowed to adjust its portfolio of contracts to its own needs as long as it complies with a maximum duration of five years and that 65%-70% of its customers come back to the market every year. The firm retains by this a fair level of flexibility. Distriqaz can thus indifferently have for instance 37.5% of customers supplied under five year contracts and 62.5% supplied under one year contracts or 40% supplied under four year contracts and 60% supplied under one year contracts. Further flexibility is guaranteed as to protect Distriqaz from having to re-open existing long-term gas supply agreements if the volume of gas it supplies decreased. The net effect is that Distriqaz can tie under long-term contracts at most 30% of its existing gas supply volumes or 20% of the market, whichever is higher.

61 We note that in Direct Energy, the French Competition Council did not criticize the five years duration of the original contract. On Direct Energy, see Decision n°27-MC-04 of 28 Jun. 2007 and Decision n°07-13-43 of 10 Dec. 2007.
These commitments will last for a minimum of four years and until DistriGaz’ market shares decrease below 40% (or another supplier reaches the level of DistriGaz market shares minus 20%).

3.6. Efficiency

The Commission clearly acknowledges that a long-term contract might be efficiency-enhancing for an individual market player or even for competition in the longer run in case of exemption from Third Party Access for new infrastructure building. However and as a general rule, the Commission tends to consider that the aggregate effect of those contracts will be detrimental to economic efficiency and the consumers from a long-term perspective. In the course of its enforcement practice in recent years, the Commission has made fairly clear what could constitute a pertinent efficiency defense and how it will manage the inter-temporal policy trade-offs raised by long-term contracts.

At first, the Commission has repeatedly accepted the need of long-term contracts for new power plants erection and entry in general. In 

DistriGaz and E.ON Ruhrgas, restrictions on duration did not apply to new investments in gas fired power plants. In Syngas, the Commission accepted both a five years gas supply contract with Statoil for 100% of the new power plant needs and a fifteen years power purchase agreement for 50% of its production with the electricity incumbent ESB, acknowledging the need of secure dispatch levels to mirror long-term upstream fuel commitments and facilitate project financing. Setting up new power plants is beneficial because it will help ensure long-term generation adequacy and perhaps some diversity in the fuel mix. Indeed, traditional project finance structures require fuel supply and dispatch contracts lasting longer than five years, even in the case of the new hybrid merchant/long-term contracts financial structures. If an investment enables entry, the Commission is highly likely to consider that consumers will receive a fair share of benefits from the vertical restraints, which will fulfill the condition under Article 81(3)(b). The Commission has taken this view to an even greater extent in the field of infrastructure development. Promoters of new interconnectors have indeed been granted either exclusive rights of indefinite duration on the full capacity or a 20/25 years exemption from third party access (Viking Cable, Rougjo LNG, Grain 1/2/3, South Hook LNG, Dragon LNG), with use-it or lose-it principle though. Similarly, on the UK-Belgium gas pipeline, no third party
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64 See European Commission press release, MEMO/01/76 of 13/03/2001.
65 Viking Cable notice pursuant to Art. 19(3) of Regulation 17, O.J. 2001, C 297/11.
66 On Rougjo LNG, Grain 1/2/3, South Hook LNG, Dragon LNG and other exemptions based on Art. 22 of the Gas directive 2003/55/EC, see DG TREN website.
67 In Brined, the exemption was limited by the Commission to ten years as National grid international and Nlink International BV, the two national transmission operators, were deemed to have under-calibrated the capacity of the interconnector to maximum profit.
access was required as the Commission judged that the important number of users would allow development of a secondary market. On the other hand, for already existing and amortized interconnectors owned by dominant firms, the Commission deemed long-term capacity reservations to be abuse of a dominant position and required that 100% of capacities be freed up (UK-French submarine interconnector,\(^\text{69}\) Dutch-German interconnector,\(^\text{70}\) Norway-Denmark and Denmark-Germany interconnectors following the merger Veba/Viag).\(^\text{71}\)

However, the mere objective of securing loans might not be sufficient to get exemption as the Commission in other sectors did not always consider it indispensable.\(^\text{72}\) In future cases, it is likely that energy providers will be required to prevent their buyers from terminating the exclusive purchase clause and repaying the outstanding part of the loan at any point in time and without payment of penalties.\(^\text{73}\) In addition, the Syngenta and Gas Natural/Endesa decisions clearly showed a different treatment according to the market position of the sponsors and contracting parties. If the sponsor is dominant, the duration will be shortened. Similarly, if the off-taker in Syngenta had not been dominant downstream, the power plant would have probably been allowed to contract 100% of its output over fifteen years. It also explains why different remedies have been applied.

One notes here that if long-term generation adequacy is clearly a critical goal of the Commission,\(^\text{74}\) the vague concept of 'security of supply' is approached with much skepticism in competition cases. Prior to liberalization, the idea of ensuring security of supply through fuel mix diversity allowed Member States to secure 20% of the relevant market through long-term contracts between industrial consumers and local producers (Jahrhundertertrag).\(^\text{75}\) Today, only long-term gas import contracts have a good chance to be accepted on the basis of a 'security of supply' argument,\(^\text{76}\) as long as territorial restrictions are not included.

As shown in the Syngenta and Gas Natural/Endesa cases, long-term contracts often enable the buyer to get cheaper prices. Nonetheless, the parties will have to demonstrate


\(^{71}\) Case M.1673 Veba/Piag, OJ, 2000, L 188.

\(^{72}\) Schmidts & Nissen, supra n. 85.

\(^{73}\) In case the loan comes from the dominant supplier, it will be considered as an efficiency gain only if it cannot be obtained on the same terms with commercial or investment banks. As a result, to remedy the long duration in Repsol, the Commission gave the right to unbundled stations to repay their loan at market value.

\(^{74}\) As evidenced by the new directive on security of supply Directive 2005/92/EC concerning measures to safeguard security of electricity supply and infrastructure investment, OJ, 2006, L 33/22.


\(^{76}\) See Gas Directive, recital 25, quoted supra n. 17.
clearly that price efficiencies are linked with the long duration. Cost savings from coordination will be hard to compute and it will be hard to prove that the consumer benefit outweighs the negative effects of the restriction on competition. In view of the rather large and flexible treatment of Article 81(3)(b) EC by the Commission in energy, a neutral effect on final consumers should be sufficient to pass this test. Once again, cost efficiencies will not be assessed the same way given the market position of the contracting parties. In Syngena, the price formula benefited a new power plant and was explicitly acknowledged as an efficiency to be counted toward exemption under Article 81(3) EC. To the contrary, the price efficiency in Gas Natural/Endesa is considered to grant an unfair competitive advantage to Endesa and had to be removed. To that extent, Gas Natural/Endesa could have been a decision based on price discrimination. At last, resale price fixing which does not appear to be a common feature of electricity for the moment, but might become so in the future, are not forbidden per se as long as it does not eliminate price competition. Therefore, minimum resale price maintenance will be banned but a maximum price ceiling will be accepted as long as price competition among resellers is economically possible and alignment effects do not occur.\[77\]

3.7. Conclusion

More legal certainty could only come from the clear statement of the relevant facts taken into account by the European Commission and how to interpret these facts in the new context of liberalization. The methodology displayed in the DistriGas case combined with the analysis of relevant cases provides, it is submitted, clear insights on the current position of the European Commission. The next section puts this recent line of cases into perspective which reinforces these conclusions and brings lights on the determinants of competition policy in energy.

4. Competition Enforcement in Electricity in the Aftermath of DistriGas: What Can We Infer from Recent Cases?

The Commission opened in July 2007 two proceedings against two electricity incumbents, EDF and Electrabel, for possible breaches of EC Treaty rules on abuse of a dominant position due to their long-term contracts with industrial customers. The Commission argued that ‘the cases will take account of the reasoning developed in a competition case concerning DistriGas and the gas markets in Belgium’\[78\] This is a first indication as to how the Commission will approach long-term contracts in electricity. However, beyond the fact that enforcement in other energy sectors and particularly in gas is logically the best proxy to anticipate future enforcement in electricity, this paper argues that the methodology depicted above has recently upgraded legal certainty, in electricity but also across energy

\[77\] Article 4(6) VBER and pars. 225–228 GVR, confirmed in Repsol.

\[78\] See European Commission press release, supra n. 9.
industries, more than market players and commentators tend to usually think. It also shows that interesting conclusions can be drawn on the antitrust strategy of the European Commission in a sector where national politics still matters.

4.1. The European Commission is Increasingly Taking a Unified Approach Under Article 81 and Article 82 EC

Deregulated network industries are a fertile ground for the modernization of Article 82 EC. European electricity and gas incumbents are usually super-dominant and potentially infringe EC competition law in many ways. Their portfolio of contracts in particular naturally calls for an approach under Article 82 EC, even if it could be argued that Article 81 EC could suffice. Our analysis shows that the European Commission is increasingly taking a unified approach under Articles 81 and 82 EC. This is important as the degree of economic analysis, methodologies and even competition law objectives have traditionally diverged between the two competition provisions. Article 81 EC, together with relevant guidelines and notices, does not a priori allow or ban long-term contracts, even when they involve dominant firms, unless the agreement contains the so-called ‘hard-core’ restraints. It rather provides a framework of analysis to balance anti-competitive aspects and efficiencies according to the contracting parties’ market shares and the nature of the restraint involved.

To the opposite, this has not clearly been the case so far under Article 82 EC which tends to be based on legal forms and, to a certain extent, protection of competitors, especially when it comes to assessing exclusive dealing clauses. In particular, pro-competitive and efficiency justifications have been scarcely used under Article 82 EC, which has increased the need to reform in order to achieve consistency between Articles 81 and 82 EC. Overall, the reform of Article 82 EC is recent and slowly going forward.

---

81 See, e.g., Commission’s position paper on ‘Objective Justification’ in the application of Article 82 EC, World Competition, 28, no. 5 (2007): 461-463.
83 See the arguments by Temple Lang and O’Donogue in ‘The Concept of a Exclusivity Abuse under Article 82’ (Working Paper, Global Competition Law Centre, Jan. 2005) on ‘objective justification’; ‘This issue deserves serious consideration, since a defense that is recognized in theory but not in practice, is the same as no defense’.
As a result, proceedings under Article 82 EC and relevant national provisions such as Distriğaz and E.ON Ruhrgas could have entailed a quasi-automatic per se prohibition. Although the case law is at least ambiguous on whether or not per se prohibition exists under Article 82 EC, it remained likely that 'objective justifications' could not immunize super-dominant energy firms from liability. To the opposite, efficiencies and insights from the traditional competition economics of foreclosure are clearly taken into account in these cases. On this, the Commission has clearly followed the approach of its Discussion Paper.88 We can notice that the reasoning used under Article 82 in Distriğaz is similar to the methodology which would have been applied under Article 81 EC and is in line with the VBER and the GVR. This is indeed primarily the cumulative effect of the network of contracts concluded by the firm which grounds the infringement of Article 82 EC. Historically, the doctrine of cumulative foreclosure effect had been a cornerstone of the modernization of Article 81 EC and has been regularly endorsed by Community Courts.89 It was first treated in the Article 81 EC cases Baussecie de Haecht (1967), Delimitis (1991)88 and more recently Langnese-Iglo (1998), Schöller (1995), Nestle (2000) or Van den Burg Foods (2003).92 This is a well-established tool of competition analysis which in fine will help dominant firms analyze themselves if their portfolio of long-term contracts infringes EC Competition law.

Interestingly, traditional market share thresholds under Article 81 EC such as the 30% for automatic exemption defined in the VBER became a benchmark for applying remedies in Distriğaz. The Commission indeed imposed that 70% of the firm’s customers come back to the market every year as long as Distriğaz’ market shares exceed 40%. The one year duration which renders any exclusive purchase obligation acceptable under Article 81 EC93 has thus also become an explicit target under Article 82 EC. These recent decisions show that, before any publication of draft guidelines on the modernization of Article 82 EC, the reform of the European provision on abuse of dominance is still going forward. In the future, energy companies should thus less and less face discrepancies between enforcement under Articles 81 and 82 EC, which removes in itself a source of legal uncertainty.94 We can now safely state that dominant energy firms can implement long-term contracts if the economic and legal contexts allow and that there is no market share threshold beyond which contractual practices, safe hard-core restraints, becomes per se illegal in energy.

---

88 DG Competition discussion paper, supra n. 84.
89 supra, note 2.
93 supra, note 141 (VWI).
94 This effect, which was predicted in the EAGC report, supra n. 84, and Rey, 'On the right test for exclusive dealing,' in: European Competition Law Annual 2007: A Refused Approach to Article 82 EC, et al. Ehrmann & Marquis (2008), is substantiated here.
4.2. Legal Uncertainty in Electricity is Overstated as Antitrust
Enforcement Aligns across Energy Industries and Quickly Converges
With Enforcement in Sectors Where Competition is More Mature

A conclusion of this article is that enforcement in energy quickly converges with enforcement in other sectors. In fact, the policy statements of the VIBER and GVR have almost all been confirmed in the course of recent cases in energy. The way to analyze market characteristics and patterns of consumption, the suspicion towards contracts longer than one year and tacit renewal clauses or even the principles to analyze efficiencies, which are in line with the Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3), all show that antitrust enforcement in energy aligns with enforcement in sectors where competition is more mature. This can also be seen in the field of remedies.

A first example concerns the termination rights for existing contracts granted to buyers which can be found in E.ON Ruhrgas and DistriGas. In DistriGas, existing contracts with energy intensive industries (resellers excluded) enjoyed unilateral termination rights. This is a classical remedy and the fact that long-term contracts with indefinite durations and unclear termination rights create switching costs and are more restrictive than long-term contracts concluded for several years has once again been recalled. Second, one can notice that the criterion used to define the duration of commitments comes in line with what happens in other sectors. In DistriGas for instance, the fact that the commitments will only apply as long as the firm has a market share exceeding 40% or the share of its closest competitors is no less than 20% of its own, mirrors a similar approach adopted in the recent Coca-Cola case\(^5\) where the commitments only applied if Coca-Cola’s market shares were over 40% or where its sales were more than twice those of its nearest competitor.

Furthermore, one can note that the few remedies imposed in electricity since liberalization tend to indicate that the Commission’s view on the mix of short and long-term contracts acceptable in a market building context is the same in electricity and in other energy industries. Remedies are a laboratory for reform experimentation and the Commission clarifies its strategy over time. Its main goal when imposing remedies is to improve liquidity in the wholesale market and find a workable mix of contract durations able to accommodate the different market players’ needs while limiting foreclosure effects. As shown above, a maximum duration of about three to four years for contracts with big energy users has been regularly applied in recent decisions. When looking at the mix of contracts imposed as remedies in electricity, the so-called Virtual Power Plants (thereafter VPP), it is interesting to note that the Commission broadly imposed the same durations.

VPP are a classical remedy in electricity which forces dominant firms to make capacity options available for a pre-determined time horizon, which amounts to a virtual divestiture of capacity. This has been imposed in the context of both merger and antitrust cases. In the 2000 EDF/EnBW merger proceeding for instance,\(^6\) EDF was required to
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auction blocks with durations of three months to three years, amounting overall to one third of the eligible consumers' demand, for a period of five years minimum. In 2001, for the UK-French submarine interconnector, 100% of the capacity had to be freed and auctioned on the basis of three years bilateral contracts (1500MW divided in 50MW blocks) and concurrently annual (50MW in 1MW blocks) and daily (150MW in 1MW blocks) auctions. In 2002, in Synergén, the original plan submitted to the Commission foresaw that the dominant incumbent ECB would hold 70% of the new 400MW gas-fired power station with the entire plant output to be sold through its retail subsidiary ESBIE, which would clearly reinforce the incumbent's market power on the relevant market. To remedy that situation, the Commission imposed a 600 MW VPP, including 200MW from the Synergén power plant (equivalent to half of eligible consumer demand). The 600MW would have to be sold on the basis of three years bilateral contracts, and subsequently through auctions in case bilateral contracting would not work. This shows that the Commission thinks that duration of three years should not be exceeded in the new market context. VPPs are the most important occasions for European competition authorities to take on a quasi-ex ante regulatory role, which displays with clarity the advancement of their thinking on what a workable mix of contract duration should be. The durations imposed are similar to what can be found in other energy sectors, which tends to show that the Commission takes similar views across energy sectors and reinforces the idea that the methodology recently devised will be applied in electricity.

4.3. The Limits of a Rule of Reason in Energy and the Influence of the Politics of Liberalization

This last section argues that the alignment of enforcement in energy with traditional competition policy demonstrates the current limits of the 'more-economic' approach in energy and explores the impact of the politics of liberalization on the current antitrust strategy of the European Commission.

4.3.1. The Quick Alignment of Antitrust Enforcement in Energy Demonstrates the Limits of the 'More-Economic' Approach in a Market Building Context

The rationale of the 'more economic' approach in EC competition law is to better capture industry specifics. Yet, there is no reason to believe that energy at this stage of the liberalization process must be analyzed as the beer or ice-cream sectors, except if energy truly converged with these industries, which is not the picture we find in the Energy Sector Enquiry.97 True, applying some analytical devices such as the cumulative effect doctrine brings some relevant insights for competition analysis in energy. Seeking consistency in enforcement across sectors is also a legitimate goal of competition policy. However, it seems that the replication of the usual methodology, with the same

thresholds and the same contract durations in particular, also expresses a path dependency in competition enforcement and the difficulties which the Commission currently faces in energy. When this paper argues that legal certainty has recently been upgraded in electricity, this does not come from a new methodology able to capture real economic effects with a high level of consistency, an objective highlighted in the EAGCP report, but from a methodology which the Commission knows, can easily apply and which can in fine be anticipated. The only real breakthrough introduced by the European Commission in the recent line of cases is the flexibility granted to the dominant firm in Distriñox for applying remedies. This has to be recognized but the Commission could have gone further. Remedies could for instance have been gradually decreasing in strength before the dominance threshold, which would be the proof that a proportionality test is really applied under Article 82 EC and that remedies evolve with a firm going from a ‘super-dominant’ to a dominant position.

Given both the limited information at hand on the specific competition dynamics of the market building process and the limited practical insights to be drawn from energy economics, it is not sure that simply aligning enforcement in energy with enforcement in other sectors be sub-optimal from an efficiency point of view. The superiority of rules over discretion has been clearly demonstrated in numerous policy contexts, especially in presence of strong interest groups as in energy, and when the necessary knowledge for a satisfactory tailoring of antitrust enforcement is missing as with long-term contracts. The gains from clearer rules in terms of legal certainty could indeed well offset the uncertain gains of the ‘more economic’ approach. However, this would require a clear acknowledgment that antitrust enforcement in energy is aligned with traditional EC competition policy. In addition, we cannot but notice that in this case a limited level of discretion is probably more suitable to a decentralized application of EC competition law, even if the recent case law tends to show that national competition authorities broadly align with the European Commission.

4.3.2. The Politics of Liberalization Influences the Antitrust Strategy of the European Commission in Energy

The antitrust strategy of the European Commission in energy can hardly be understood without taking into account the politics of liberalization. After two liberalization directives in 1996 and 2003, the current difficulties around the enactment of a third legislative

---


100 EAGCP Report, supra n. 84.


102 Directive 96/92/EC, supra n. 15.

103 Directive 2003/54 concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity and repealing Directive 96/92, 15/07/03, OJ 2003, L76.
package\textsuperscript{103} show once again that the on-going opposition of several major Member States and the resulting gaps in the sector-specific regulatory framework continue to hinder the completion of a single European market for energy. The institutional structure of the European Union does not give to the European Commission the power to alter property rights in the different Member States and thus to carry an aggressive policy of horizontal and vertical de-integration which would probably deliver better and faster results.\textsuperscript{104} The lack of an EU-wide energy regulator with effective power to monitor and regulate market developments \textit{ex ante}, especially cross-border trade issues, is particularly detrimental to the integration and the well-functioning of European energy markets.\textsuperscript{105} The allocation of regulatory powers in the EU is thus biased in favour of the \textit{ex post} enforcement of EC competition law. While the sector-specific regulatory framework shows obvious signs of weakness, the European Commission has announced it would use its antitrust power with even more strength in the coming years.\textsuperscript{106} In this context, antitrust law seems to remain the main policy driver able to achieve large scale improvements in the competitive structure. This can be seen for instance in the recent E.ON settlement\textsuperscript{107} where the incumbent decided to divest its transmission network to avoid further antitrust scrutiny, while the German government was strongly opposing any significant improvement on the current provisions for ownership unbundling of the network. In a context of strong opposition at the Member State level, continuing to advocate a case-by-case approach has advantages for the European Commission. Its current antitrust strategy on long-term contracts certainly fully fulfils neither the objective of predictability nor the objective of the 'more-economic' approach but the recent decision of E.ON tends to show that retaining some flexibility for future bargaining with the former incumbents may be the only way forward at the present time. Bargaining through antitrust indeed has the obvious advantage to bring large improvements in the competitive structure without waiting for the slow development of EC electricity law and without risking being overthrown by Community Courts.\textsuperscript{108} But this comes at an unknown cost.\textsuperscript{109}

\textsuperscript{103} The draft of the third legislative package can be accessed on the DG TREN website.


\textsuperscript{108} However, it could also be argued that Community Courts could follow the Commission in case of appeal when looking at the opinion of Advocate General Dassonville in Ryanair v. Baanumba (C-468/06 to C-472/06) presented the 1 April 2008. He indeed encouraged the European Court of Justice to clearly state that a per se approach is not applied any more under Art. 82 EC, even if there is no doubt about the predominant intent of the dominant firm, and that anti-competitive effects must be weighed against potential gains for the consumer as is current under Art. 81 EC.

\textsuperscript{109} We can also notice that the incomplete modernization of Art. 82 EC also enables the European Commission to operate under less stringent constraints than would have been the case under Art. 81 EC whose modernization and case law are much more established.
5. Conclusion

Due to their ambiguous effects on competition, investment and welfare, long-term exclusive supply contracts will remain a key issue for antitrust enforcement in the EU energy markets for many years to come. Even if some uncertainty remains, this paper has showed that a clear methodology to analyze foreclosure effects in a market building context has emerged from the recent line of cases and that this methodology is most likely to be applied in electricity. The strong legal uncertainty currently perceived in the market place is thus largely overstated. This article also showed that the liberalization of network industries was a particularly fertile ground to advance the modernization of Article 82 EC and that the Commission is increasingly taking a unified approach among the EC Treaty provisions on competition for long term exclusive dealing in energy.

The analysis of the impact of the 'more-economic' approach on antitrust enforcement in European deregulated energy markets raised interesting insights. The objective of the new methodology depicted was to propose a more integrated framework able to capture the real economic effects of long-term contracts on competition as well as to provide a sound rationale for negotiating remedies. However, in the face of a radically new context, the European Commission largely disregarded sector specificities. It did not only replicate methodologies it had devised in other sectors where competition is more mature but also strictly applied the VBER and the GVR, most notably on durations. This cannot only be explained by the general objective of fostering consistency across sectors. It also demonstrates both the limits of the 'more-economic' approach when information is scarce and the impact of the politics of liberalization on the antitrust strategy of the European Commission.